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I. INTRODUCTION 
Since 1956, the pulsed-neutron technique has been used to measure 
reactivity [27] . Several investigators developed t echniques to 
convert the quantities observed in a pulsed-neutron experiment such 
as the fundamental decay constant, delayed neutron contribution, 
and the prompt neutron response, into the parameter of reactivity . 
These methods have become refined to the point that the measurements 
combined with calculational techniques can be used to convert the 
measured quantities into accurate values of r eactivity. Preskitt 
et al. [23 ] point out that most reactor designers use the parameter 
of reactivity since it r e lates to the neutron multiplication of the 
system. Further, reactivity cannot b e uniquely de termined entire ly 
from observable quantities except by the measurement of spatial 
averages, and for other cases some quantities based entirely on calcu-
lation must be provided. Therefore, to provide a check of the calcu-
lations needed to determine reactivity, the foc al point should be a 
measurable quantity. 
The work presented in this thesis deals with the use of the pulsed-
neutron technique to determine reactivity and control rod worths in 
the UTR-10 coupled core reactor. A pulsed-neutron experiment con-
sists of subjecting the reactor to a burst of neutrons and observing 
the subsequent time behavior of the neutron flux . During the course 
of this work it was found that the measurable quantities associate d 
with this time behavior have variation s as a r esult of physical changes 
in the reactor. 
2 
With proper development, this behavior might h0 used Lo solvv s on~ 
of Ll1l' probl e ms e ncountered ·in the handling of fissil0 ma teri a l s . 
Kratzer [ 17 ] points out that since the l eve l of atomic power pro-
duction is increasing, the volume of fissile material in circulation 
i s a l so increasing. He suggests that experimental methods of measuring 
the amounts of uranium and plutonium during various stages of the fuel 
cycle ar e needed. As a result of this study, it is f e lt that the 
pulsed-neutron technique could be used to measure some of the properties 
of reactor fuel e l emen t s and assemblies of such elements . 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Since the primary obj ective of this study was to measure the 
reactivity of the UTR-10 with various control rod positions, the 
literature search was employed to review the theory and experimental 
procedures used by other investigators who have made reactivity 
measurement s in multiplying media. In addition to the reactivity 
measurements, there was interest in the determination of the optimal 
procedures to be utilized in future experiments. 
The pulsed neutron technique has been us ed successfully for 
several years to measure reactivity. The different treatments of 
the data all depend on the prompt fundamental-mode decay constant 
[11, 12, 25, 26]. This decay constant is generally designated as 
a
0
. When a detector is placed in a pulsed assembly, the results 
observed on a multichannel analyzer have the basic characteristics 
shown in Figure 1. From time zero to time T
1 
the detector response 
is strongly influenced by the higher prompt harmonics which decay 
much faster than the prompt fundamental mode. The decay from T
1 
to T
2 
is characterized by the prompt fundamental mode alone which, if 
observed on a semi-log scale, appears as a straight line. After T2 
the detector response is determined by the decay of the delayed neutron 
precursors. The prompt neutron decay is much faster than the delayed 
neutron decay so that the delayed neutron counting rate can usually be 
considered as a constant for the c0nditions of a pulsed neutron experi-
ment. This constant can be subtracted from the total response to obtain 
the prompt neutron response to the injected burst of neutrons. 
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Figure 1 . Ideal detector response to a pulsed neutron source . 
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The first investigator to measure reactivity with the pulsed-
neutron technique was Sjostrand [26] . Ile developed the area-ratio 
method, and obtained the negative reactivity from th e ratio of the 
area of the prompt neutrons to the area of the delayed neutrons as 
shown in Figure 1. The results of this method are shadowed by the strong 
influence of higher spatial harmonics. 
Simmons and King [25] pointed out that at delayed critical the 
reactivity is zero. Thus, if a calibration measurement of a0 is 
made at delayed critical, the reactivity can be found for any subse-
quently measured a
0
. This method assumes that ~/£ is constant over 
the reactivity range of interest. This assumption does not always 
hold as pointed out by Garelis and Russell [ 11], and a corr ection 
factor to the prompt generation timea is needed. This correction is 
quite difficult to make in the Simmons-King method according to 
Becker and Quisenberry [2]. Another problem is the inconvenient 
necessity of a measurement of a
0 
at delayed critical. This measure-
ment is somewhat difficult to obtain because of the power level 
drift . Since each pulse will cause a small increase in the power 
level, several control rod adjustments may be needed to obtain suf-
ficient counts for a determination of ao. 
In an effort to eliminate the problems associated with the method 
of Simmons and King, two subsequent investigators developed methods 
that do not require a measurement at delayed critica l. 
a 
The prompt generation time A, is r e lated to the l ifetime £, by 
A = £/k. 
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Gozani 1 s [ 12] me thod is a significant improvemen t over Sjostrand ' s 
in t h at it e liminates the promp t higher harmonics hy waitjng until 
th ey have decayed before counting the promp t neutrons. The promp t 
neutron time behavior is then extrapol ated back to zero time . The 
negative reactivity can be determined by taking the ratio of the prompt 
fundamental area to the de l ayed neutron area. Figure 1 shows the 
extrapolated area which is taken to Tf. A small correction factor is 
needed for the admixture of prompt and delayed e igenvalues . 
Another method of analysis developed by Garelis and Russe ll [ 11] , 
which is simil ar to Gozan i 1 s method, modified the Simmons- King 
t e chnique by introducing a new parameter to r eplace the de layed 
critical decay constant. This parameter is k S/ t . The application of 
this method is independe n t of higher harmonics and the constant 
generation time assumption. The development of their theor y is 
based on a bare reactor containing monoenergic neutrons . The pulsed 
source is considered to be a r e petitivel y pulsed de l ta function . 
Gozani [ 12] has shown that when a square pulse is used the same t ype 
of s ource term r e sults if the pulse width is small. Even t hough 
these assumptions are not me t in most assemblies, the experimental 
use of this method has gi ven good results [8, 10, 16, 19] . 
Becker and Quisenbe rry [2], a l so Pr eskitt e t al. [ 23], discuss 
the problems associated with the spat ial de pendence of pulsed 
neutron reactivity measurements . Becker and Quisenberry indicate 
that an important consideration f or r e flected systems is t he correct 
placement of the neutron detector. The reason for this comes from 
the difference in the prompt and delayed modal shapes in a r eflected 
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system. In their study, the smallest corrections of a [cw pe r cenl 
appeared i n the fue l r egion about half way between the r eactor cen ter-
l i ne and i nner reflector surface. 
Preskitt et al. [ 23] deve loped the concept of kinetic distortion 
which is used as a spatial correction to the reactivity measurement . 
Sophisticated computer code s are needed to accurately ca l cul ate this 
factor. They also show this factor t e nds to be the ratio of the 
fundamental delayed and promp t modes. In general, the kinetic dis -
tortion increases as the r eactor becomes more subcritical. This is 
especially significant in the low absorption r eflector region. 
In an excellent study at the University of Florida, Ohanian and 
Diaz [ 22] measured spatial effects of the different parameters as -
sociated with the Garelis- Russell t echnique. The most significant 
results are; first, the variation in kS/t with pulse width. Although 
a 0 was approximately cons tant, kS/t varied inversely as the pulse 
width. Secondly, th ere was a variation of both a
0 
and k S/ t with 
distance from the source, a0 decreased, but kS/ t incr eased. The 
measured pa rame t e rs from this experiment appeared to approach an 
e quil ibrium value for large distance between the source and detector. 
This distance should be large enou gh to insure that the detector 
is i n the asymptotic region, where ao is observed . 
The application of the pulsing t echnique has been used on the 
UTR-10 by Moen [21] t o obtain the frequency r esponse experimentally 
and to compare this with various reactor models. Be t ancourt [3] , 
who developed one of the models, calculated the distributions of the 
delayed and thermal fluxes. The model shows the relative magnitudes as 
8 
a function of position for several modes . Thl s s tudy was carrie d out 
for the critical reactor, but a s imilar s tudy could be made for 
subcritical states of the reac tor. This information could then be 
used to make a reactivity correction for kine tic di s tortion. The 
shapes of both the prompt thermal and delayed modes are approximately 
the same, as calculated by Betancourt 1 s model at critical. 
For the studies made in this thesis, the Sjostrand, the Garelis-
Russell, and Gozani methods of data analysis will be us ed to de t er-
mine the system reactivity. 
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Table I. A summary of the theoret i cal models used t o c ompute 
reactivity from experimental pulsed data. 
A. PULSED NEUTRON EXPERIMENTS 
1. Simmons-King 
a.o 
- p($) = - - 1 a. 
c 
B. MODIFIED PULSED NEUTRON EXPERIMENTS 
1. Sjostrand 
- p($) 
2. Gozani 
- p ($) 
prompt neutron are a 
delayed neutron area 
= extrapolated prompt fundamental mode area 
delayed neutron area 
3 . Garelis- Russell 
a.o 
- P($) = k~ / .t - 1 
where k~/ .t satisfies 
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III. THEORY 
Consider a pulsed neutron experiment where the data show the 
characteristics of Figure 1. The theory nrust relate the observable 
quantities to the desired reactor parameters. The relationship 
between a
0
, the observable decay constant, and reactivity, the 
desired reactor parameter, can be seen by application of the reactor 
kinetic equation [ 15 ] 
dn = (k - l)/k - S n+ 
dt A L 
i 
A..c. 
1 1 
(1) 
Here n is the neutron density as a function of time , A is the prompt 
generation time, S is the fraction of delayed neutronsa, A.. is the 
1 
th decay constant for the i group of delayed neutrons, and C. is the 
1 
concentration of the ith precursor. For this development, consider 
prompt neutron decay and neglect the delayed neutrons since their 
contribution is considered a constant. Then, from the basic definition 
of the decay constant, which is a fractional change in the neutron 
density for a corresponding change in time, it follows that 
1 dn 
n dt 
(k - 1) /k - s 
A 
( 2) 
The commonly used unit of reactivity is the dollar, and is defined as 
(k - l )/kS. Substituting this back into Eq. (2) yields 
S kS =A (p($) - 1) = T (p($) - 1). (3) 
a 
In D20 or Be systems, the production of photoneutrons may be in-
cluded in the delayed fraction. 
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Thus the measured fundamental-mode decay constant is directly propor-
tional to the reactivity in dollar units. 
Solving Eq. (3) for reactivi ty, and noting that at de layed cr itical 
°nc = ~/;, then, 
a.o 
p($) = - - 1 (4) 
°nc 
which is the SiIIllllons and King experimental fornrulation . Reactivity 
can be found from the two separate measurements of a.0 and °nc· 
The Garelis-Russell technique is used to solve for this paramet e r 
with the following equation 
CX> J Np exp[(a.G•Rt)]dt 
0 
(5) 
Here N represents the prompt neutron contribution as a function of 
p 
time, Nd is the delayed neutron contribution which is assumed constant, 
and R is the effective pulse rate a s de t ermined by the actual pulse 
rate and the analyzer sweeps per burst [ 9] . The parameter a.G-R is 
k~ /;, and the method is sometimes referred to as the "k~ /i, method". 
The following experimental conditions should be met for proper 
application of this method. First, the effective pulsing rate R 
should be much greater than A where A is the decay constant of the 
shortest lived precursor. Second, R should be much less than 
a.0 , the prompt fundamental decay constant. Third, the number of 
pulses must be large enough so that exp(- mas / R) << exp(- a /R) n sn 
where m + 1 is the number of pulses and a are t he roots of the 
sn 
inhour equation . Fourth, the prompt root must dominate the neutron 
12 
decay. Wh en the previous conditions are met, the reac tivity of the 
system can be found by 
ao 
p($) = k~//, - 1. (6) 
Gozani ' s extrapolated technique solves for the prompt funda-
mental area and the delayed neutron area with the following fo rmula 
aT 
Np(O)(l - e 0 ) 
p($) 
- ™a. a.o 
(/ ) 
I n Eq. (7), N (0) is the zero time extrapolated value of t he prompt 
p 
fundamental mode, T is the per iod of pulsing, and Nd is the delayed 
neutron constant background. Cd is the correc t10n fac tor i or c1L ~re 
i n prompt and delayed eigenvalues, and a.
0 
i s the prompt persisting 
decay constant . The prompt area can be represented by 
a.OT 
Np(O)(l - e ) /a.0 , and the delayed area by TX Nd. This meth od is 
generally called the extrapolated area-ratio method . 
These methods are developed in Appendices A and B. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The experiment was performed by injecting bursts of 14.3 MeV 
neutrons into the reactor and the response was measur ed with the aid 
of BF
3 
filled detectors located in the core tanks. The time response 
was r ecorded in a multichannel analyzer. 
A. Equipment 
The measurements of reactivity were performed on the UTR-10 which 
is a coupled core Argonaut type reactor. Figure 2 shows a view of the 
exposed rea ctor core. The south core tank is in the upper portion of 
the picture . The number one safety rod is removed from the cor e and 
the empty slot shows its location when the reactor is in use. The 
worth of both safety rod number one and number two was measured. 
The number two safety rod is located in the upper left of Figure 2, 
whi l e the numbe r one rod and its mechanical components are seen 
in Figure 3. The square control e lement is made of boral and measures 
7 in. X 7 in. X 1/8 in. Both safety rods have the same dimensions. 
Reactivity changes in the reactor are accompli shed by movement of 
the control rods. The rod positions during the experiment were both 
fully inserted, safety rod number one removed, and both rods re-
moved. Measurements were taken from detectors placed at the center-
line of the core tanks as shown in Figure 4. The reason for placing 
the detectors in this position was to minimize the kinetic distortion 
factor. A monitor detector was placed in the central stringer position 
to obtain a normalizing flux which could be used in a flux shape 
analysis. The reactor was operated at a temperature of 92.0 + O.SoF. 
Figure 2. Top view of the UTR-10 core area with safety rod number one 
removed. 
Figure 3 . Safety rod number one and its mechanical assemb l y . 
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This temperature change resulted in less than a one per cent change in 
reactivity during the experiment [l ] . 
The burst of neutrons was produced with a Kaman nuclear model 
A-800 neutron generator. Figure 6 shows the neutron generator and its 
control console near the entrance of the thermal column. This 
2 3 4 
model produces neutrons by the H + H - He+ n + 17.6 MeV reaction. 
The neutron generator operates in the following manner [13]. 
Deuterium gas is produced by electrically heating a tungsten element 
around which is wrapped a coil of deuterium impregnated zirconium 
wire. The rate of gas evolution is controlled by the variation in 
the element temperature. The electrons are removed from the gas in 
a Penning ion gage. Then the deuterium ions are accelerated toward 
the tritium target with a 120kV pulse. The unit is insulated with 
SF
6 
gas to protect it from insulation breakdown. The deuterium 
ions bombard the tritium atoms in the target, which is located about 
7-3/8 in. from the end of the accelerator assembly. This produces an 
isotropic yield of more than 107 neutrons in about 3 µsec, as shown 
in Figure 7. The pulse rate of the neutron generator is limited by 
temperature considerations to 5 pulses/sec for continuous operation. 
As the neutrons progress through the assembly, their energy is 
reduced to thermal energy. The neutrons then interact with uranium 
causing fissions, and this total neutron response is measured with 
the detectors. The detectors used were N.C . Wood model G-3- 20 BF
3 
Neutron Detectors, 3/8 in. diameter, and 20 in. long. The detection 
of a neutron takes place because of the following reaction [24, pp. 313-
J 10 7 . 4 317 , B + n - 11 + He+ 2.78 MeV. The cross section for this 
Figure 5. Electronic equipment used in storing data. 
Figure 6. Kaman neutron generator model A-800 and its control 
console. 
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Figure 7 . Neutron yield from the genera t or a s a function of time [ 13] . 
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r eaction ls 3840 + 11 b at a neutron velocity of 2200 m/sec. The 
ion pairs produced by the char ged particles a re collected with the 
aid of an e lectric fie ld within the detector. The detectors have a 
flat respons e from about 1100 v to 1400 v, where an increase in the 
count rate begins. The Fluke high voltage supply was set f or 1300 vol ts 
during the experimental runs. A check on the ener gy response of the 
detector revealed that less than 5 per cent of the counts recorded 
were caused by epicadmium neutrons. 
A block diagram of the electronics system can be seen in 
Figure 8, and Figure 5 shows the ac tual equipment used. The pre-
amplifier converts the de t ector output of charge i nto a ~o~Lag~ 
signal. The voltage s i gnal is amplified by the ORTEC 4 10 linear 
amplifier. The detector response to a neutron produces about the 
same amoun t of char ge each time. This charge is gr eater than that 
produced by gamma r ays , therefore a discriminator i s used to separate 
the neutron signals from other signals by allowing only the signal s 
above a certain voltage to be passed. The discriminator output is 
not compatible with the analyzer input r e quiremen t , and i s therefore 
modified in a pulse inverter circuit. This circuit reverses polarity 
and increases the pulse amplitude . 
One objective used in se t tin g up the equipment was to minimize 
t he dura tion of the e l ectric pulse. A na rrower pul se a llows higher 
counting rates before a significant dead time correction is needed . 
The counting sys tem dead time was estimated to be one µsec . This 
es timate is based on measurements made by Moen [ 20] . The highest 
5 count rate observed during t he experimen t was l ess than 10 counts/sec . 
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Bierman e t al. [ 4 ] show that for sys t ems of th is type operatin g at 
comparable count rates, the non-paralyzable formula ( see Appendix C) 
gives a good approximation of the true count rate . For the r egion 
of the prompt fundamental decay , the dead time correction was i n-
significant. 
The heart of the system is the RIDL model 3412B 400 channel 
analyzer. To properly use the analyzer, the burst of neutrons must 
occur at a time specified as zero. To accomplish this, a puls e 
from an external timer is used to trigger the neutron gener a t or as 
the analyzer gate , designated as zero, opens . The external time r 
controls the analyzer sweep rate, and at the ena of each 5weep 
sends out a pulse. Rather than triggering the neutron genera tor on 
each sweep, the pulses are counted on a fast scaler. This s caler 
has been modified to produce an electronic pulse every ten sweeps. 
The fast scaler pulse is used to trigger the neutron generator. 
This means that every time the generator is trigge red, the ana l yzer 
sweeps its memory ten times, then the generator i s triggered again. 
This process is repeated until sufficient data a r e obtained. Use of 
the equipment in this manner follows the pulsed-neutron opera tional 
technique deve loped by Garelis [ 9] . This t echnique he lps to satisfy 
the assumption that the pulse rate is greate r t han the decay constant 
of the shortest lived precursor. Since the pulse rate of the neutron 
generator is physically limited to 5 pulse s / se c during continuous 
operation, and the decay constant of the shorte st lived precursor i s 
-1 
4.5 sec , multiple sweeps between neutron bursts are needed to 
establish a new effective pulse rate . The 100 µ.sec channel width 
24 
available on the analyzer timer allowed the estab lishment of an 
actual pulse rate of 2.23 pulses/sec . Based on ten sweeps of the 
analyzer memory for e ach pulse, an effective pulse rate of 
22.3 pulses/sec is obtained. 
Since measurements made during the initial portion of the run 
are made before the de layed neutrons reach equilibr ium , the a na l yzer 
must remain in the store mode for a pe riod of time after pulsing 
ceases. This time must be long enough to accumulate the response of 
the delayed neutrons. 
Reactivity measurements a re sensitive to the timing of the 
neutron burst, consequently a timing check of the pulse triggering 
signal and openin g of channel zero was made. A variab l e delay 
circuit was used to de t e rmine that the neu tron generator signal was 
produced approximately 5 µsec befor e channel zero opened . A delay 
circuit was used to correct f or this difference. A s urmnary of 
electronic settings is presented in Appendix D. 
B. Methods 
Prior to starting an experimental measurement, the e l ectronic 
equipment was checked for ope r a tional problems . The check s consi s ted 
of inputing a square wave pulse into the amplifier and c omparing the 
observed analyzer counts pe r channel with the square wave pulse r ate 
as observed on the oscilloscope . The next procedure was to observe 
the neutron generator trigger pulse, the detector pulse to the 
analyzer, the amplifier outpu t , the discriminator output, time base 
25 
signal, and preamp output . These signals were then compared with 
previous measurements. 
Tf the e lectronic equipment was operating propl•rly, thC' nexl 
step was to insert the BF
3 
detectors into the reactor. The first 
pulsing attempts were performed with the neutron generator in the 
central stringer. The central stringer dimensions were not large 
enough to allow insertion of the neutron generator until the aluminum 
liner was removed. The removal of the 1 / 16 in . thick liner created a 
slight increase in system reactivity [7]. After the generator was 
filled with insulating gas, it was positioned in the central loca-
tion with the aid of a graphite stringer 20 in. long . The source 
target was then approximately at the center plane of the core tanks. 
The distance f rom the source point to the core tanks was about 9 in . 
The BF
3 
detectors in the core tanks were loca ted as shown in 
Figure 9, but the monitor detector was located in the thermal 
column. 
The equipment was prepared to store data in the following manner. 
First the scalers, timers, and analyzers were cleared to read zero . 
The analyzer was then advanced to channel 399 in the store mode. The 
measurement was started by pushing the start button on the scaler/timer. 
The neutron generator fired on the first analyzer sweep because the 
trigger pulse scaler count advanced to one at the same time the 
analyzer gate zero opened. The pulsed data were then stored in the 
analyzer memory. The pulser stopped when the trigger pulse scaler 
was stopped b y a preset number of counts. The analyzer memory was 
continued for a time long , compared to the half life of the 
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longe st l ived precursor. The sweeping was continued for about 
five minutes. 
These data were then transferred to either punched tape or t yped 
output . The next measur emen t made was th e r eactor background measure-
ment. The best results using the GRIPE II computer program are obtained 
when the number of analyzer sweeps for background ar e the s ame as the 
pulsed data. In some cases the background measurement was only half as 
long, because of the long counting times r equire d. This required an 
adjus tment of the effective gate width (see Appendix C). 
Af ter pulsing in the central stringer was completed , the neutron 
generator and detectors were arranged as shown i n Figure 9. The 
neutron source was about 24 in. from the s outh cor e tank edge. 
The monitor detector was positioned with the aid of two 14 in. stringers 
whi ch have a 5/8 in. ho l e in the center to al low for the detector. 
The aluminum liner was l eft out, and only air filled the small gap 
l eft in its place. The procedur es used with the pulser in this 
pos ition were essentia lly the same as previously described. 
Some problems developed with the use of this technique. In ad-
dition to component failures in the analyzer, the most serious 
drawback was the tendency of the detectors to pick up local radio 
station signals when submer ged in the water. This problem was reduced 
b y raising the discriminator level, and patch i ng the de t ector's epoxy 
coating where pin hole leaks had developed. Even with th e associated 
problems, the method pr~ved to give good results. 
28 
V. RESULTS 
The data obtained as counts per channe l wer e ana l yzed us ing t he 
GRIPE II compute r program (see Appendix C). Re activity va lues cal cu-
lated by the program are presented in this chapter, and compared with 
rod drop data obtained from previous measurements and with the values 
suggested by the manufacturer. 
The first pulsed measurements, taken with the pulser in the 
central stringer, were plagued by electronic noise. The extent of 
the noise problem in the central stringer measurements was not 
determined until the data were analyzed at a later time. Even 
with data smoothing, the constraints imposed by GRIPE II allowed 
only a value of zero to be calculated for a
0
• Therefore, the 
results of the central stringer measurements are not given. Efforts 
to reduce the noise problem were not successful until the pulser 
was moved to the thermal column. 
After reducing the noise problems by incre asing the discriminator 
level and patching the cracks in the BF
3 
detector's epoxy coating , 
the pulsing was continued, but this time from the thermal column 
position. The aluminum liner was left out during this series of 
measurements. Figures 10 through 15 show the prompt neutron r esponse 
as a function of time. Negative points resulting from the subtraction 
of the constant reactor background and the delayed neutron ba ckground 
have been omitted in these plots. By plotting the various me asure -
ments on a log scale, the scatter in the data appears to increase 
near the end of the counting time. Figure 16, whi ch uses a linear 
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scale, is included to show a more representative plot of the data at 
the end of the prompt response. 
The plots show that the decay constant decreases as the control 
rods are withdrawn. This was predicted by the theory developed in 
Chapter III. Moen [20] previously measured some decay constants for 
use in his frequency analysis of the UTR-10. These decay constants 
1 -1 
were on the order of 158 sec- for the north core and 163 sec for 
the south core with all rods inserted. In the present study with 
the aluminum liner removed and the control rods in the same position, 
-1 -1 
the measured a
0 
was about 204 sec in the south core, and 189 sec 
in the north core. The difference in alpha did not appea r as a change 
in reactivity since the calculated negative reactivities in Moen ' s 
study were only slightly larger. The reactivity is expected to increase 
when neutron absorbing material is removed. A small decrease in a
0 
is also expected when absorbing material is removed. However, in 
this case, the large change in a
0 
was accompanied by an equally large 
change in k~/t, yielding a small change in reactivity. To verify 
that this unexpected result was due to the removal of the aluminum 
liner, another pulsed-neutron measurement was made with the liner 
replaced. This measurement, although statistically poor, yielded 
-1 
an a0 of 170 ± 11 sec for the south core with the control rods 
inserted. This measurement was judged sufficient to indicate that the 
difference in a
0 
was due to the removal of the aluminum liner. There-
fore, properties other than absorption have a large effect on the 
decay constant and the inverse generation time. It appear s that the 
scattering and moderating properties of aluminum, although small 
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compared to many other materials, are significan t in the determination 
of parameters observed with the pul sed-neutron techn ique. Table II 
shows s ev eral corranon r eactor materials used in t he UTR-10 and some 
of their nuclear properties [ 18] . A comparison shows that aluminum 
does have moderating and scattering properties which are small. The 
center portion of the lITR-10 is the most sensitive to mater ial chan~c; 
because it is the region of the highes t neutron flux. As a result t he 
properties of the aluminum liner have a significant e ffect on t he 
reactor behavior. 
The removal of the aluminum liner re sul ted in removal of ma t e r ial 
f rom the r eactor center which was essentially r eplaced wi th a ir . 
Since the density of air is quite low and moderating ratio , S, 
small, the resulting change could be considered as a r educt i on of 
moderating and scattering material. Therefore , it appears that 
a
0 
is not only sensit i ve to reactivity changes, but also to changes 
in the amount of material presen t having moderator properties . 
Table III shows the react ivities as calculated by GRIPE II for 
various rod pos itions. This shows the agreement between the dif-
fe r ent theoretical models. To compare these values with some 
previous measurements of rod worth, the r eactivities a r e subtracted to 
obtain values of the rod worths. The standard deviations are 
calculated from [ 24, p. 61 ] 
o = [012 + o 22 ] 1/2 
rod worth 
Thes e values are compared with the worths measured from rod drop experi-
ments performed as part of the reactor opera t ional procedure in Table IV. 
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Tahle II. Nuclear properties of materials i n UTR-10 [ 18 ] 
Density gm/cm 3 
-1 
Mate ri a l E (cm ) a 
-1 C' :I /. (cm ) ~ s 
H
2
0 1 0.0222 3 . 443 0.948 
c 1.60 0.00027 0 . 08434 0.158 
Al 2.699 0.01416 0 .3851 0.0723 
as is a measure of the moderating power of a material and is ap-
proximat ely equal t o 2/(A + 2/3) where A is the atomic mass number. 
The measurements of a
0
, kS/t, and p all exhibit a spatial 
dependence . Although only two detec tor posit ions are used to show 
this dependence, a comparison with the work of Ohanian and Diaz [ 22] 
shows that a dependence of this type is expected. From their study it 
appears that the parameters a
0
, kS/t, and p all approach a constant 
as the distance between the de t ector and the pulsed source is in-
creased. Applying this to the UTR-10 means that the best measure-
ments are expected in the north core region. In the UTR-10, the 
spat i a l variation was most significant for a
0 
and kS/t . The variation 
of these parameters tended to cancel, yielding a sma ll variation in 
the reactivity as a fun c tion of position . 
The techniques of Gozani and Garelis-Russell appear to agree 
quite well with each other and also with previously measured values, 
as we l l as those from the manufacturer. Sjostrand 1 s method deter-
mines reactivity values which are high i n the south core and low in 
the north core. Since Sjostrand ' s method is strongly influenced by 
the higher harmonics [ 26 ], it appea rs that the large r r eactivities 
Tab l e III.a Prompt decay cons t an t , a , i nver se gener ation time , ~/A , .and r eactivity pb as measured i n 
the nor th and south cor e wi th the pulser i n the thermal column . 
Con trol r od 
position 
Rods in 
Safety /Fl out 
Safety #1 and 112 out 
Control rod 
position 
Rods in 
Safety #1 OU t 
Safety #1 and #2 out 
- 1 
ao(sec ) 
204.26 + 0.97 
177.83+6.80 
103 . 94 + 1.53 
-1 
ao(sec ) 
18 9 . 2 2 + 1. 04 
155 . 61 + 0 . 07 
104 . 10 + 0. 54 
Sou t h cor e 
~/A(sec-1 ) 
G - R Pcoz ($) 
51. 36 + 0 . 44 2.90 + 0. 03 
51.05 + 0.35 2. 08 + 0 . 08 -
53.20 + 0.33 0.942 + 0.009 
North core 
~/ A(sec-1) 
G - R PGOZ($) 
PG- R ($) 
2. 98 + 0.04 
2. 12 + 0.08 
0.953 + 0.019 
48.42 + 0.37 3.08 + 0.04 2.90 + 0.04 
50.45 + 0.23 2. 19 + 0 . 02 2.08 + 0.02 
53.68 + 0.17 0.959 + 0.004 0 . 939 + 0 . 006 
Psj ($) 
3 . 43 + 0.03 
2.45 + 0.08 
1.05 + 0.01 
2. 21· ± 0.04 
1.60 + 0 . 02 
0.756 + 0.004 
aStandard deviations given ar e the result of counting st ~ tis t ics as calculated by GRIPE II. 
bThe kinetic distortion factor is assumed to be one . 
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Table IV . Comparison of rod worths calculated by diffe r e n t methods. 
Method Safety #1 ($) Safety 112 ($) 
Sjostrand 
0. 978 + 0.085 1.40 0 . 08 from south core + 
Sjostrand 
from north core 0. 604 ± 0 .. 038 o. 846 + O~ ~n~ 
Gozani 
from south c ore 0 .810 + 0 . 085 1.14 + 0.08 
Gozani 
from north core 0.896 + 0.038 1. 22 + 0. 04 
Garelis-Russell 
from south core 0.860 + 0.089 L 16 t- () . r,4 
Gare lis-Russe 11 
from north core 0. 823 + 0.036 1.04 
Rod drop 
experiment ,..., 0.824 ,..., 1.015 
b 
Manufacturer 
listed value ,..., 0.97 ,..., 0.97 
aPerformed as part of the reactor operational procedure , 
August 1970. 
bBased on S = 0.0064 [l, 18, 21 ]. 
+ 0.02 
measured by this method in the south core i ndicate that positive higher 
harmonics exist at this location . The smaller r eac tivities measured in 
the north core indicate that negative harmonics exist in this region 
following the burst of neutrons. The small spatial dependence of 
r eactivity in the high absorption regions , as determined by both the 
me t hods of Gozani and Garelis-Russell , is apparently the result of 
both higher harmonics and the difference in the delayed and prompt 
modes as discussed in Chapter II. Both methods appear to eliminate 
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the problem of higher harmonics [ 11, 12]. Danofsky [6] made test runs 
using the detector located in the central stringer. The reactivity, 
as calcul ated by the methods of Gozani and Garelis-Russell, measured 
i n this region was much higher than corresponding fuel r egion measure -
ments. This indicates that in the low absorption region, the kinetic 
distortion factor is greater, as predicted by Preskitt et al . [231 . 
A calcul ation of the kinetic distortion factor would be needed to cor-
rect the measured reactivities for a determination of the reactivity . 
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The results of this thesis verify that the pulsed-neutron technique 
can be used to measure reactivities in a subcritical reactor. The 
methods of Gozani and Garelis-Russell appear to behave in a similar 
manner, but Sjostrand's dependence on the higher harmonics shows the 
greatest spatial dependence. The kinetic distortion factor influences 
the calculations of both the Gozani and Garelis-Russell techniques. 
It is felt that by placing the detectors in the high absorption region 
the kinetic distortion factor was reduced to the minimum. 
The value of the decay constant, a
0
, depends not only on 
reactivity changes, but on other material properties as well. More 
data correlating changes in materials with differences in the decay 
constant are needed before definite conclusions can be made. 
Because of the results obtained in this study, as well as the 
results of other investigators, it is felt that the pulsed-neutron 
technique could be used as a non-destructive method to measure the 
properties of r eac tor fue l elements, possibly fuel enrichment . Experi-
ments could be pe rformed to determine the relative magnitudes of 
a0 , kS/t, and p for an assembly of elements in a test facility. Care 
in building an assembly with a keff ~ 0.9 must be exercised because of 
criticality considerations. Keepin [15] points out that in reflected 
systems the measurements are limited by the characteristic decay of 
the moderator to about $15 subcritical. However, Fieno et al . [8] 
have measured reactivities up to $50 in a bare solution reactor. 
Preskitt et al. [ 23] point out that reactivity does not have to be the 
focal point of reactor experiments . 
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This information l eads to the concl usion that an experimental 
me thod could possibl y be developed to correlate the observable quanti-
ties of the pulsed-neutron experiment to fuel element enrichment. 
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VII. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Sever a l items that would be of interest for futur e investigators 
have r esul ted from this work. The following lis t indicates some 
of the possible areas that cou ld be studied . 
1. A method is needed for the dete rmination of the kinetic 
distortion factor applied to the UTR-10. 
2. Experiments could be pe rformed to de termine the variations 
of the decay constant measuremen t as a function of source pos ition, 
and material changes in the central stringer. This could be used to 
study the variation in the decay constant due to changes in absorbtion 
and moderation propertie s . 
3. Procedures and testing me thods are needed to develop the 
role of the pulsed-neutron technique for the determination of fue l 
element enrichment. This concept is discussed in Chapter VI . 
4. Additiona l pulsed-neutron measurements could be made with 
detectors in diffe r en t locations. These measurements cou l d be com-
pared with previous measur ements to determine the spatial flux shape 
as a function of time fo llowing a burst of neutrons . 
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X. APPENDIX A 
To understand the kS/! technique , it is important to understand 
the assumptions leading to the deve lopment. This Appendix follows 
the development of Garelis and Russell, and the symbols used follow the 
original reference [11] . 
Consider the time dependent neutron dens i t y N(x, x' , t ) . RC '>C TI :! 
point x due to a source at x', at time t . Then the time- dependent 
neutron diffusion and precursor e quations are given by 
and 
A. C. - s(x, x' , t) 
1 1 
I A-1) 
i = 1, 2, ••• , m. (A-2) 
where M2 is the migration areaa, k
0 
(.£
0
) the i nfinite medium multiplica-
tion constant (lifetime), C. the ith de layed pre cursor concentration, 
1 
S =ES. the total delayed fraction, and s (x, 
1 
x' 
' 
t ) represent s the 
source. For a pulsed source, pulsed at the r a t e R pulses per second, 
S(x, x'. • t) = O(x - x' ) ~ O(t - j). (A-3 ) 
This system of equations is solved for N with the use of th e Laplace 
transform, application of boundary conditions for a bare slab reac tor, 
and applying the orthogonality property to expand the source as a 
series of sin functions. The s olution i s 
~2 is used instead of L2 to account for the f ast neutron los ses due 
to diffusion. 
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CD - s./R 
N = ~ ti !-[ 1---k-n-/ 1,-n ~-= +-:-+-1....,..( :-:)_fu_:_s s +-=-13 i J sin Bx sin Bx' , n n 
2 2 
where a is the extrapolated slab thickness, kn = k0/l + M Bn, 
2 2 t n = t
0
/l + M Bn' s is the Laplace transform variable , and t\n r-h~ 
familia r buckling te rm. 
(A-4) 
In order to simplify the notation let $ (x) = J27;, sin R x and 
n n 
consider only one mode N , thereby el i mi na tin g the fir s t 
n 
CD - s. / R 
s rmn.:t t lo11. 
m (s + A.i) ~ e i 
n . 1 J= N n nm+l (s - a. ) 
( A- ".I> 
j=l J n 
where a. a r e the roots of the denominator of Eq . (A-4) which is the 
J n 
usual inhour equation. Applying the inversion theorem to Eq. (A- 5) 
by expandi ng the series as a sum of partial fractions yields 
(t-r /R / a 
nm+1 
j=l 
(a + A..) 
sn J 
· e sI\{ ( t - r / R) . (A- 6) 
Here H(t - r/R) is a function which equals 1 f or t > 0 and 0 for t < 0, and 
r is the number of pulses. 
Let the assembly be pulsed for K + 1 pulses, then t = K/R + T 
0 < T < l /R, then summing the resulting series, Eq . (A- 6) becomes 
N 
n 
a T ka - a 
sn nm , ( sn Rsn)· e . 1(a + 11. .) • e - e J= sn J R $ (x) $ (x' ) - -
n n s= n~i j :#s (asn - a jn) 1 - e - asn 
R 
(A- 7) 
Sl 
This represents the solution to the neutron diffusion equations, which 
can be simplified with the following assumptions. 
Since the assembly is subcritical, all the roots of the inhour 
equation are negative, hence K can be chosen so that exp(Ka /R) can sn 
be neglected in comparison to exp(- a /R) in Eq. (A-7). This defines 
sn 
the quasi-equilibrium condition, i.e. 
exp[a (K + l)/R] << 1. sn (A-8) 
When K >> 1, (K + l)/R is approximately equal to the elapsed time. 
Therefore, Eq. (A- 8) is also represented by exp(a T) << 1 where T 
sn 
represents the elapsed time. With the exception of the prompt root, 
the roots of the inhour equation all approach the decay constant of 
the precursors, i.e., I a I - A • sn s Therefore, for times, T, long 
compared to the SS sec half life of the longest lived pre cursor, the 
quasi equilibrium condition will be established. This holds true 
for typical water systems more than $1 subcritical . 
Equation 
N 
n 
- e · 1 (al + Al.) 
(Al-7) ac1a~ be written as n nm 
J= n 
a T 
sn nm (a + A.i) sn 
(
l e - :ln ) 
- a ln 
- e R 
~ e j=l - fu -rr-m+-__,,.l--.___(a ___ a_) 
j=l j#s sn - jn 
(A- 9) 
wheres= 1 is the prompt contribution, the first term in Eq. (A-9). 
Assuming that la1nl /R >> 1, then the exponential in the brackets can 
be replaced by - 1 since all a < 0 for a subcritical assembl y. sn 
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Furthe r assume that the prompt root is dominant, i . e., 
I al I >> I a. I , n JU j=2,3, ... ,m + l, 
and the quotient of product terms can be replaced by + 1. This ap -
-1 
proximation is worst for the shortest lived precursor, A = 4 .5 sec , 
and since its yield is low, the inhour root corresponding to the pr•"' · 
cursor is close to - 4.5; hence this contribution i n the quotient o f 
Eq. (A-9) tends to cancel. With these assumptions the prompt contr ibu-
tion is given b y 
a l ,-
N = e n $ (x) $ (x'). 
.P n n 
f A- l.O) 
Next consider the delayed contribution, which is the second 1.erm 
in Eq. (A-9) , time averaged over one cyc l e 
1/R 
< N > = R ( N dT 
dn J~ dn 
0 
Carrying out the integration yields (apart f rom the s ign) 
Il~ 1 (a + A. ) $ (x) $ (x ' ) J= sn J n n 
m+-1 
a n. 1 •..J. (a - a. ) sn J= J rS sn Jn 
(A-11) 
(A-12) 
Unde r the conditions of a pulsed experiment, the pulse r ate is such 
that la I l/R << 1 s :f 1 so that sn 
where it is a ssumed that 'f < l /R. Then for pulse rates of R > 10 the 
approximation is valid as discussed in Ref. [9]. 
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Equation (A-9) can then be simplifie d to become 
N 
n -~ [f- + ('rR - i)l · fu sn J 
TI~ 
1
(a + A. .) 
J = sn 1. 
(A-14) 
where the factor $ (x) $ (x ' ) is omitted for convenience. By assuming 
n n 
that 
Il~ 1 (a1 + A.. ) J= n 1. ';;;' 1 
rn+l n . 2 (al - a. ) 
J= n Jn 
and performing some algebraic expansions, Garelis and Russell [ 11 ] 
show that Eq. (A-14) becomes 
alnT 
N = e + R.t I ( 1 - k ) + R/a1 , n n n n (A-15) 
~defining $ = (1 - ~) /kn~ ' Eq. (A-15) can be written as 
-a t 
N = e n + R/a $ n n n 
where a = - a . Then the final expression for the neutron density , ln n 
summing over all the modes, is 
N (A-16) 
or 
N = (A-1 7) 
where 
(A-18) 
and 
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Q) 
Nd= R) ~ 
$ (x) $ (x') / (a $ ) n n n n 
Now consider the following integral 
11 • Jl/R 
0 
N d1" 
p 
Since a /R >> 1, Eq. (A-20) can be written as 
n 
00 
ll • 1 NpdT • 
0 
Similarly, consider 
Q) 
t 
n=l 
$ (x) $ (x1 )/a n n n 
1 2 • f Np[exp(k1~/t1)T]dT, 
0 
(A-19) 
(A-20) 
(A-· ~ l ) 
(A-2 2> 
where l/R is replaced with oo since the contribution to the int~gr~l 
after l /R is approximately zero. Since (k
1
/t
1
) is independent of 
spatial modes, Eq . (A-22) can be written as 
Q) 
12 = t ~ (x) $ (x') 1 
n=l n n 
0 
exp[ - 1"(1 - k )/t ]d,-
n n 
Q) 
= ~ $ (x) $ (x') t /(1 - k ). n n n n 
Subtracting 1
1 
from 1
2 
yields 
11 - 1 2 = L $n(x) $n(x') 1 -nR - Cl · Q) [ t l] 
n=l n n 
(A- 23) 
(A-24) 
Noting that (i /1 - R ) - (l/a ) = l /a $ and comparing with Eq. (A-19) 
n n n n n 
yields 
1 
1 1 - 12 = R Nd (A-25) 
which is the desired result, often written as 
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R 
(A-26) = -
The solution of this equation determines k~/t from experimental data 
and reactivity can be found from 
(A-27) 
where the subscript 1 represents the fundamental mode. 
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XI. APP ENDIX B 
Following the me thod deve loped by Gozan i [12] this append i x shows 
how the extrapolated area ratio me thod is developed. The symbols 
used here are the same as those used in the original paper . Gozan i 
starts with the point reactor equations 
and 
dC . 
l. 
dt 
b. 
= ,.
1 
n - A. c H* i i i 1, 2, ... t. 
(B -1) 
(B - 2) 
The terms in these e quations are A* = 
in dollars (p/~), ~ =· ~ ~i' b = ~ 
A/~ , bi = ~i/~ , p = reactivity 
b. = 1, and Q(t) is the ex t ernal 
l. 
source . Next the e quations are Laplace transformed to solve for N. 
Equations (B - 1) and (B-2) become respectively 
(B-3) 
and 
b. 
sCi(s) = ~ N(s) - AiCi(s). (B - 4) 
Solving for C.(s) in Eq. (B-4) and substitut i ng back into Eq. (B - 3) 
l. 
yields 
N(s) t p - 1 ~ A.bi ] A* A*(s \ A.i) = Q(s). (B- 5) 
Note that in Eq. (B-5) the t erm 
t - ~- ~ \bi \l] A*(s + 
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may be written a s 
[s -1'_ 1 ~ 1 ~ A.b. ] b. 1 1 fr/< + /\* = - /\* s + A.. 1 1 
since 
,R, 
fu b . = 1. 1 
Combining terms yields 
Therefore Eq. (B-5) becomes 
Solving Eq. (B-6) for N(s ) yields 
•<s> = A*Q(s){+* + t.;_ s :i.J -PV1 
Let 
and note that 
where 'Y. 
J 
and 
G( t ) 
'Y. t 
J A.e 
J 
are the roots of the inhour 
+*+ t bi } p = + A.i ' s 
1 ti biA.i A~ = A* + ----
2 
• 
J = ('Yj + \) 
equation 
Equation (B-7) yields a t i me domain solution 
(B - 6) 
(B - 7) 
(B-8a) 
(B-8b ) 
(B-8c) 
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n ( t ) 
t 
A* ~ G(t - T)Q(T)dT, (B- 9) 
Now con s ider a pulsed source of the f orm 
Q(t) = Q ~ 6( t - µr) ~ (B - 10) 
wh er e Q is the number of n eutrons per burst and T is the period of 
pulsing. Afte r m + 1 pulses, Eq. (B - 9) may be written as 
t 
n"*1 (t) " A• ~ G(t - T)Q t 6(T - µr)dT 
= ~*Q lt ~ A.eyj(t- T) ~ 6(T - µr')dT. ~ J f=n 
0 
Y· t 
By e xpand i ng in a series and factoring A- e J 
J 
y. t { -y . T - y . 2T 
nm+ 
1 
( t) = N cQ A. e J 1 + e J + e J + . . . + 
J J 
Then note that 
- y . (m+l ) T 
1 - e J 
- y .T 
1 - e J 
- y. T - y. 2T - y .mT 
l +e J + e J + ... +e J 
Hence the n eutron density may be written as 
nm+l (t) 
- y . (m+l) T 
y ,tl -e J 
A.e J 
J - y.T 
1 - e J 
(B-11) 
- y .mT ) 
e .1 j . 
( B-12) 
(B- 13) 
Gozani then introduces the mu l tichanne l time, 8 , where A = t - mT 
and 0 < A < T . For conven ience, the time reference is shifted and ex -
pressed i n the multichannel time, substituting 8 into Eq . (B-13) 
yie l ds 
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nm+1 ( e ) = (B-14) 
To improve the statistical precision, the neutron density is al-
lowed to accumu late with r epe titive pulses. The neutron density 
given in Eq . (B-14) can be expressed as a surmnation for the series of 
pulses as follows 
(B-15) 
By changing the order of summation , expanding i n an infini t e series, 
and collec ting positive and negative terms, the solut ion for n(8) 
is thus 
n(8) A*Q 
Y. } e 1 J y. - e J 
y .T - y.T . e . (B-16) 
e J - e J 2 -
Now, accurate approximations can be made which will l ead to the 
desired result. Since the decay con s tant of the prompt fundamen tal 
mode 1Y0 l is much larger than hjl for the delayed neutrons, the 
following approximations can be made: IY0 l 
M >> 1. Equation (B-16) can be written as 
A*Q{Ao M A (1 -n(e) 0 + YoT y0T 
1 - e 2 - e 
t Ajt + A*Q M + y. T 
- e J 2 -
Applying the approximation that IY
0
MTI >> 
of Eq. (B-17) can be approximated 
y
0
e 
A
0
e 
so t hat 
n ( e ) 
pro 
= A*QM ----y0T • 
1 - e 
T >> 1, I Yj I T << 1, and 
e ~OM'f) } y
0
e 
(B-17) 
- yOT 
e 
- e 
~ .M'f 1 yj 8 1 - e J 
eyjT - e - y jT 
e 
and M >> 1 the first t e rm 
(B-18) 
Considering the term 
in the 
and 
M y. 8 e J 
y .T 
1 - e J 
second part 
1 - [1 -
'Y . 8 
of Eq. 
y.T + 
J 
e J = 1 + y .A . 
J 
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Y. T 
(B-17), write 1 - e J as 
2 
(y. T) ] J 
2 
Then dividing and negl ecting second order terms yi e lds 
(B - 19) 
which can be rearranged becoming ~ Aj J} tl ~ A. [i + (.! n (R) = A*QM - __J_ - 8) o A. • (B-20) pr. T . - 'Y. 2 
J J= J ~~ 
The second part of the second t e rm in Eq. (B -17) which is the delayed 
neutron contribution, fo llowing a simi l ar procedure, can be wr i tten 
as 
= - ~*Q J ~ ~ 
T tf=i y . 
J 
y .MT ~ A. 
( 1 - e J ) + _l (1 -
J yj 
y. MT } 
e J ) 8 . 
(B-21) 
y.MT 
The second term in Eq . (B-21) is small, so assume that 1 - e J ~ 1. 
Gozani also shows that 
t ~ = ---p-(-~---1-) • 
Therefore , Eq. (B-21) can be written as 
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nd(8) = A;Q {~ ~ 
T f=1 y. 
J 
y .MT O } 
( 1 - e J ) - -...,....( ---..,
1
..,...) . p p - (n- 22) 
Combining Eqs . (B-18), (B-21) and (B-22) to obtain the total neutron 
response, then rearranging terms yields 
{ Yo8 
P. 
t A. [1 + ~ 
A. A e 
(.! J n(A) A*f1:1 0 + l __L - R) y
0
T T - y. 2 ~A 1 - e J ]~ p~ ~ - D(MT, (B-23a) 
where 
1)} =l_~ y.MT 8 (1 - e J ) - p( p -D(MT, p) (B- 23b) 
MT t~ J 
The first term in Eq . (B-23) represents the prompt r esponse , and the 
second term is descriptive of the de layed neutrons . For the conditions 
of the pulsed experiment, the second t erm decays s lowly and is almost 
constant with A. 
Equation (B- 23) is now used to derive an express ion for r eactivity . 
(B-24) 
In Eq . (B-24) Cd is a small correction factor the admixture of prompt and 
delayed 
and 
neutrons eigenvalues. 
y A 
A*f1:1Aoe o 
N pr = 
1 - e 
y OT 
Note that N(8) = Npr +Nd where 
(B - 25) 
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1 ~ A . N = - A*QM __J_ C 
d T - y . d 
J= J 
(B- 26) 
At 8 0, Eq. (B-25) become s 
A*cy!ty 
N (0) = -----
0
--
pr YoT 
(p - 1)(1 - e ) 
(B- 27) 
and Eq. (B-26) becomes 
(B - 28) 
where 
A. 1 
__J_ ":= ---
- Y. - P(P - 1) . 
J 
Dividing Eq . (B -27) by Eq. (B-26), then s olving fo r r eactivi ty 
yie lds 
yOT 
N (0) (1 - e ) 
pr (B - 29) p 
Equation (B - 29) is the desired r esult not i ng that T X Nd is the a r ea 
under the constant delayed curve and 
y
0
T 
N (0)(1 - e ) pr 
is the negative of the area under the extrapolated fundamental prompt 
decay curve. 
y 8 
N (O)e O d8 
pr 
y T 
N (O)(e O 
pr 
Thus, Eq. (B-29) is often given as 
- 1) 
(B- 30) 
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_ Prompt area 
p$ - De layed area X Cd · ( H- 31) 
ln Eq. (Il-31) Cd i s usually small on the ~rdcr of sever~ ! per cent. 
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XII. APPENDIX C 
GRIPE II was originally written by Kaufman [ 14] in Fortran TV 
for analysi s of data from pulsed-neutron experiments. This program 
has been made operational on the ISU IBM-360 computer with some minor 
modifications [20]. The description of GRIPE II presented here 
follows that given by Kaufman [14] . For convenience in this section 
the subscript on alpha denoting fundamental mode is omitted. 
For a subcritical assembly GRIPE II assumes that the data 
satisfies the following conditions. N(t) = Np(t) +Nd+ B where Np(t ) 
is the prompt neutron r espon se as a function of time, Nd is the 
constant delayed neutron background and B is a constant reactor 
background. It is necessary that N (t) N exp( - a t) afte r some 
p a 
time interval T where Tis l ess than 0.7 X (~/A) for the so l ution 
routine to conve r ge . 
For each experiment two sets of data are needed. One is the 
background data B obtained when the neutron pulse source is inoperative . 
The second set of data is the reactor response to th e pulsed source 
as r ecorded by the time base analyzer. A sufficient number of puls e s 
is needed to obtain statistically meaningful data. This second set 
of data also contains the delayed neutrons as the reactor r eturns to 
equilibrium after pulsing ceases. 
The program operates on the data in the following manner. The 
data are scanned for missing points, and these missing points are 
estimated. Next, a resolution correction is performed with the 
following formula, 
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which is descriptive of a non-paralyzable system. Kaufman points out 
that the use of this equation assumes that the output of the neutron 
generator is constant. The count rate is determined for each channe l 
and the correction is made. 
After the resolution correction has been made, the program 
calculates statistical estimates for the constants (Nd+ B), B, and 
Nd. Each data set is assumed to be a statistical variation about a 
constant value after a channel number called the "first point of 
the constant portion of the data", FC. For example, the FC point 
could be considered channel 2 for background data, or channel 375 
for pulsed data . The "last channel of the constant portion of the 
data", LC, must also be supplied. Then an estimate of the constant 
value B, B is calculated by 
B ~ [~ Ni.J/(LC - FC+ 1) 
ifyC f=1. J (C- 2) 
and the standard deviation by 
(C-3) 
The variance of B is then calculated by 
si/(LC - FC + 1). (C-4) 
At this point the B is made compatible with the pulsed data to correct 
for any difference in gate width, or differences in the number of 
sweeps . The corrected background is 
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(C-5) 
where GWe is the effec tive gate width and GWb is the actual gate 
width . For exampl e , if the number of sweeps in the pulsed experi-
ment is 25000, the number of background sweeps is 12500, and the actual 
gate GW is 0 . 0001 sec, then the effective gate width should be 
changed to 0 . 0002 
a 
sec . 
When processing the pulsed data GRIPE II u ses Eq. (C -2) to find 
Nd + B except that FC is a channel number in the constant region of 
the pulsed data. Nd + B is then substituted f or B in Eq . (C-3) to 
determine the variance, s
2 
for the Nd+ B measurement. It is de-
sirable to make (LC - FC) as large as possible to r educe the variance , 
but this is difficult to do. The program performs a search by de -
cr easing FC by t en channels then r ecomputing Nd + B and s
2
. When the 
new standar d deviation is 1.005 times greater than the previou s value, 
the previous values are assumed best. In this way, the search finds 
the best value of Nd + B in the sense that (LC - FC) is th e l ar gest 
for which the standard deviation of the intermediate data points i n -
creased by no more than 0.5 per c ent of the initial va lue . At thi s 
time an estimate of (Nd + B) is obtained and the variance defined as 
(C- 6) 
Nd is then calculated by 
aNo provision has been made for ~ropagation of errors in this case so 
that Sl = Sl X (GWe/GWb) and Ose = a~(GWe/GWb)2. Best r esults 
are obt~ined with GWe = GWb. 
with it s variance defined as 
2 2 
crB + crN +B 
d 
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(C- 7 ) 
(C-8 ) 
Since the input data for the puls ed expe r i ment was assumed to be 
of the form N(t) = Np(t) +Nd + B, GRIPE I I i sola t es t he prompt decay 
by subtracting the computed value f or Nd + B f r om each point of N( t) . 
The prompt data is then r epresented by N (Ti ) + E(Ti ) whe r e E(Ti) is 
p 
the difference between (Nd + B) and the s t atistically var ying es tima t e 
of (Nd + B) at Ti. 
In order to obtain values which ar e least i n fluenced by E(Ti ) , 
GRIPE II assumes that the data i n the l atter channels wer e t ruly 
descript i ve of a cons tant . Then all values of N (Ti) which ar e 
p 
greater than some standard devi a t ion mult i plier, SM , t imes s
2 
wi ll 
be descriptive of N (t ) . For example , if SM is 10.0, only val ues of 
p 
Np(Ti) which are greater than 10. 0 X s2 wi ll be descri pt i ve of Np(t); 
thus , 99.9 per cent of the time no E(Ti) will constitu te more than 
30 per c ent of any value of N (Ti) . The va l ue of SM is specified in the 
p 
data input. When SM is l ar ge , t he number of points used in determining 
a will be small, but the i n f luence of E(Ti) is al so small . Converse ly, 
if the value of SM is small, the number of points used i n determini ng 
N (t) will be large. The value of 10. 0 f or SM seems to g i ve optimum p 
r esults which balance the greatest number of points with the minimum 
i nfluence of E(Ti ) . The value of SM x s
2 
de t er mines the l ast channe l 
number for which Np(Ti) > SM X s2. This channel is cons ider ed to be 
the last point defining an exponen tial decay . 
r .. 
I' ,. 
I ' 
,. 
.. 
.. .. 
..... - . 
'I ( . ' 
.. 
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I 
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The next step is the determination of a and N (0) . In order to p 
do this, GRIPE II uses an initial guess for a channel number after 
which N (t) is described by N (0) exp[- atl . If the channel number 
p p 
was selected properly, the data in the form ln[N (Ti)l should fit a 
p 
linear model. This form is ln[N (Ti)l = ln N (0) - aTi . In the 
p p 
first iteration, GRIPE II assumes that the previous condition is 
satisfied and c alculates the values of ln N (0) and a which provide 
p 
the best linear fit to the data ln[N (Ti)] in a weighted least-
p 
squares sense. 
Each of the squares of the residuals in a least-squares fit is 
weighted by a number W(Ti ) which is calculated by 
W(Ti) (C-9) 
This weighting factor has been selected as equal to the reciprocal 
of the square of the expected error in ln[N (Ti)l. Kaufman points 
p 
out that such a selection ensures that each residual is treated as a 
statistical variation about the model postulated rather than per-
mitting the lar ger values of the data to disproportionately influence 
the data fit. From this fit, ln(N (0)), the variance of each, and the 
p 
covariance are calculated . The expected error in ln[N (Ti)] is calcu-p 
lated as 
(C-10) 
The iteration procedure for a is u sed to eliminate some of the experi-
mental difficulties. Three factors are considered to be the most 
probable causes of error. First, if the estimate of channel FE was 
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too small, the early channels considered in the fit would not have 
reached an exponential decay. Second, variations in the neutron 
generator yield would cause variations in the early channels. Third, 
if SM was not appropriate, the data in the channels around LE would 
be significantly influenced by the error function E(Ti). Since these 
factors have an influence on the fit, the iterative scheme used in 
GRIPE II is to omit front and back channels from FE and LE. Another 
fit is calculated as before on the smaller number of channels. At 
this point, two tests are made to determine if the value of a 2 in 
the second iteration is better than the first. If a
1 
is the best, 
then the la1 - a 21 is most probably less than oa . Since fewer 
1 2 
data points were used, it is also most probable that a is gr eater 
a2 
than 
most 
will 
2 a 
a l 
However, if a
2 
is a better fit to the linear mode l it is 
2 probable that a 
a2 
be larger than o 
al 
will be less than o2 and that la2 - a 11 al 
If la2 - a 1 1 is less than a , and if a l 
assumes that the first a, a 1 is descriptive of 
02 > 02 the program 
°'2 a. ' 1 
an exponential decay. However, if either test is not satisfied, the 
data set is reduced again by the specified number of channels from 
the first channel and the last channel of the fit. Another test has 
been added to insure that the decay constant is converging. This test 
consists of continuing the iteration for a. until the variation in 
2 
y is less than a specified deviation. The formulation of this 
test added by Moen [21] to GRIPE II is 
2 
(x._ - 1) < SOM o 
2 N - x 
(C-11) 
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where N is the number of points used in the fit, and SDM is the 
standard deviation multiplier. Chi squared is determined by 
2 = ~ [N (Ti) - N (O)exp(- a Ti) ] 2 
X . N (O)exp(- a Ti·) + Nd+ B • 
1 .P 
(C-12) 
After suitable values for a, Nd, ln N (0), N (t), and their variances 
p p 
are determined, the reactivity calculations are made. First, the 
extrapolated area-ratio method is calculated by the expression 
R X N (0) 
p($)GOZ = ~ X Nd PX K 
where R is the effective pulse rate in pulses per sec, N (0) = 
p 
exp[ln Np(O)l, a is the calculated decay constant, Nd the delayed 
neutron constant, and K is the kinetic distortion factor. Then 
an estimate of (S/A) is made from 
a 
(S/A)GOZ = 1 + p($)GOZ 
The variance of reactivity is computed from 
t 
2 02 2 
- 2 ~ Nd aNp(O) 
- p($)GOZ 2 + 2 + N (0) - 2 
(a) (Nd) p 
a , N (0) J a P 
[Np(O)J[aJ 
(C-13) 
(C-14) 
(C-15) 
2 2 2 
where the variance aN (O) = Np(O) a ln(N (O)), and the covariance of 
p p 
a and N (0), aa N (O) = NP(O) x aa ,m(N (O)J. 
p ' p p 
sion 
The variance for (S/A) is calculated by the following expres-
2 
0 (S/A) 
The next step is the reactivity calculation by the Gare lis-
Russell method, 
a 
p($)G-R = (S/A) - l 
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where S/A is the root of the following e quation 
00 
Np(t)exp[(~/A)t]dt - ~ 
0 
(C-17) 
(C-18) 
The integrals are taken to oo instead of l/R because the contribution 
to the integrals after l/R is apprO'Ximately zero . The solution of 
Eq. (C-18) is done with a direct approach rather than an iterative 
technique because of the weighting influence of exp (S/ A)t on th e 
statistically poor later channels. The direct approach should be 
more accurate, but requires that the time at the first exponential 
be less than 0.7 S/A. This restriction appears to be insignificant 
in the UTR-10 r eactor. The restriction is a result of the expansion 
of the exp(S/A tFE) in a Maclaurin series where sixth order and 
higher terms are neglected. 
The resulting sixth order equation is solved for S/A 
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-<~>11~0 { F(t)t5dt] + (~) 5 ~~0 { F(t)t5dt - ~4 
LT 4 N (0) Ts exp (- O.T)J s 4~a. lT 4 F(t) t dt + 120 + (-;,_) 24 F(t) t dt 0 0 1 - -a 
l
'T 3 N (0) 'T 4 exp (0.T)l ..@_ 3r2; l 'T F(t) t3dt 
F(t)t dt + 24 J+ (A) ~ 
JOT 2 N (O)T3exp(- cn)l ~ 2[.aolT 2 F(t)t dt + 6 j+ (-;,) 2 F(t)t dt 
0 0 
1 
2 
-{ 
2 
UT)j + (~) 2G { F(t) tdt N (0)-r exp(-F(t) tdt + 2 
0 
N (O)exp(- UT) Nd Kl tNdKa J 
N T exp (- a.-r) + + TJ- -R- o. (C-19) a a. 
The value used to calru1ate reartivity is one of the six roots 
of Eq. (C-19). A range is supplied to allow GRIPE II to choose the 
-1 -1 
proper root. For the UTR-10, a range of 30 sec to 200 sec was 
used, and only one root was found. The uncertainty in S/A is 
determined from 
2 o S/A. 2 2 o S/A 2 2 (o(S/A) ) 2 2 
0 c. I A = ( Oa. -) 0a. + ( ) 0N + 0 N (0) 0N (0) ~ oNd d p p 
+ 2(0 S/A)) a f;/A ) ( 20) Clo. (0 Np(O) 0a,Np(O) c-
where the other variances have been determined. Then the variance of 
the reactivity is calculated from the equation 
2 ~ o SIA 
a. S/A <ci N (0)) 0a ,N (0) + 
p p 
(0~/A) o;J} 
(C- 21) 
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Although not covered in the GRIPE II manual, Kaufman has also 
added a step in the program which calculates Sjostr and' s area-ratio 
r eactivity from the known quantities in the progr am. This reactivity 
also appears in the output analysis page. 
Table C-I indicates the card number, symbol, control function 
and formata of the cards u sed in program control. One set of these 
cards precedes the entire data deck. The cards in Table C-11 a r e 
used to indicate the properties of each data deck. The four cards 
described in this table precede each data deck. 
a 
Care must be exercised in use of proper formats and note that all 
I formats are right justified. 
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Table C-I. Program control cards 
Card Location 
No. (column) 
1 1-5 
2 1-20 
21-40 
3 1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-17 
Symbol 
S/A 
S/ A 
Punch 
control 
Print 
control 
Reactivity 
control 
SDM 
Control function 
The number of decks to be pro-
cessed. For example , of one back-
ground and one pul sed run are 
processed·, the numbe r 2 i s u sed . 
A conservatively small es timate 
of S/A. 
A conservatively small estimate 
of S/A. 
Enter a 0 and no cards are 
punched; enter 1 for a set of 
punched cards containing the 
prompt neutron data corrected for 
dead time and background. 
Enter 0 for no print, and 1 for a 
print out containing the cor-
rected prompt neutron data which 
is the same as the punched data . 
Enter 0 and reactivity will be 
calculated, enter 1 in colunm six 
and reactivity step is skipped. 
Standard deviation multiplier for 
x2 test on a convergence, if equal 
to 2.0 the c onver gence parameter 
is+ 2 a 2 in Eq. (C-11). x 
Format 
I-5 
6x El4 . 7 
6x El4 . 7 
I - 2 
I - 2 
I - 2 
FlO.O 
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Table C-I I. Data set control cards 
Card Location 
No . (column) 
1 1-5 
11-15 
16-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-45 
46-55 
Symbol 
FE 
FC 
LC 
FO 
LO 
SM 
GW 
e 
Control function 
Data type 
0 Reactor pulsed at critical 
1 Reactor background 
2 Reactor pulsed when sub -
critical 
Plot control, enter 0 for no plot. 
Number of channels corresponding 
to initial guess for time at 
which exponential decay time is 
observed . Must be > 1. 
The channel past which the data 
is "known" to be a constant . FC 
must be > 12 for pulsed data. 
The last channel for which the 
data are constant. 
The number of channels omitted 
from FE in the successive itera-
tions for a.. 
The number of channels omitted 
from the last of the data set in 
successive iterations for a.. 
Format 
I-5 
I-5 
I - 5 
I - 5 
I-5 
I - 5 
I-5 
Multiplier of s2 to be used in de- E 10. 5 
fining LE, the last data point 
defining exponential decay. 
This is the eff ective gate width E 10.5 
of the background data . (Used 
only for type 1 data. ) 
aPlotting section has not been converted to ISU IBM 360. 
Table C-II. (Continued) 
Card Location 
No. (column) 
2 1-5 
6-15 
16-25 
26-35 
36-45 
46-55 
56- 65 
3 3-80 
4 1-12 
13-20 
21-32 
Symbol 
I 
PT 
RT 
TB 
R 
GWb or 
GWP 
K 
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Control function 
Number of points in a data set 
(generally the number of analyzer 
channels). Must be < 512. 
Format 
F-5 
For background data the number of E 10.5 
analyzer sweeps. For pulsed data, 
the number of pulses. 
Resolving time of the counting E 10.5 
system expressed in units of sec. 
Analyzer time base in sec. E 10.5 
Effective pulse rate which is E 10.5 
equal to the actual pulse rate X 
the number of analyzer sweeps 
between pulses. 
Analyzer gate width. 
Kinetic distortion multiplier for 
standard forms K = 1.0. 
Problem or data set title. 
Plotting label X axis. 
Blank. 
Plotting labe l Y axis. 
(Blank card used.) 
E 10.5 
E 10.5 
2x,13A6 
2A6 
8x 
2A6 
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XIII. APPENDIX D 
To help future investigators with equipment adjustment, a summary 
of the instrument control settings is presented in this append i x. 
Instrument 
RIDL model 
3412B analyzer 
Store in 
Control 
function 
Horizontal Scale 
Cycle Mode 
Reset Mode 
Store Mode 
Read Mode 
Master 
Toggel Switches 
Positions 
Amplifier 
Dial 
position 
0-399 
400 
Off 
External 
Add 
Display during 
data accumulation 
Serial during 
typewriter 
output 
Store during 
data accumulation 
Wait when changing 
dial position 
Read for data 
output 
RIDL time 
Live time 
Auto transfer-off 
Non- dest. 
Time mode 
Not used 
TnstrumPnt 
RIDL Timer 
Fluke High 
Voltage Supply 
Model 405B 
(Both supp lies) 
D.C. Supply to 
Trigger Circuit 
ORTEC Model 410 
Multimode Amplifier 
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Control 
function 
Multiplier 
Channel Width 
Auto Stop 
Function 
Region of interest 
Cycle Counter 
Cycle Counter Multiplier 
Read Out 
Address 
Voltage 
Polarity 
Input polarity 
Fine Gain 
Integration 
Input Attenuator 
Course Gain 
Differentiation 
Output 
1 
100 
Off 
Dial 
position 
µs 
Auto Read Out 
1 
1 
Off 
Typewriter 
Out 
1300 volts 
Pos. 
12-15 volts 
Neg. 
1.0 
Out 
1 
3 
1
st 
0.1 
2nd 0.1 
Bipolar 
Tnstrument 
Discriminator 
Mechtronics Model 605 
Scaler/Timer 
ALRR 003 
AEC 1115741 
Scaler 
AI.RR 002 
AEC 1!15687 
Monitor Circuit 
Canberra Amplifier 
Model 816 
Canberra Discriminator 
Model 830 
Scaler 
ALRR 002 
AEC #15688 
Kaman Nuclear 
Neutron Generator 
Control Console 
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Control 
function 
Input-Output 
Threshold 
Mode 
Preset 
Polarity 
Control 
Polarity 
Control 
Mode 
Input 
Course Gain 
Fine Gain 
Baseline 
Window Width 
Polarity 
Control 
Gate 
High Voltage 
Pressure 
Pulse Selector 
Pulse Mode 
ff 2 
Dial 
position 
lf2 6. 6 
SCA 
Select 
Neg. 
Master 
Neg. 
Internal 
Bi 
Neg. 
8 
4.5 
2.9 
Open 
Pos. 
Ext 
Scaler/Timer 
3.1 - 3.4 KV 
Auto 
3.5-10.0 
Remote 
Single /Remote 
